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stew@svluckyfish.com

From: Practical Sailor <practicalsailor@p.practical-sailor.com>
Sent: November-17-16 10:02 PM
To: stew@svluckyfish.com
Subject: ***SPAM***  THIS is What Few People in the Sailing Industry Want to Talk About
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We Call 'Em Like we See 'Em  
 

Dear Friend,  

Nobody. And I mean nobody will tell you this stuff. 

Not the slick sailing magazines that might as well be sales catalogues. Not the mail-
order houses and chandleries. And surely not the sailing gear manufacturers.  

What sort of "stuff" am I talking about? 

Important stuff that every sailor deserves to know, but few people within the sailing 
industry want to talk about.  

For example, did you know that the "quick-release" snap shackle on safety 
tethers - the one that is supposed to allow a clipped in sailor to free himself in 
a capsize - are more like "won't release" snap shackles? 

...Or that a manufacturer who boasted that its anchors were made with a 
specific high-tensile steel was making anchors from a much weaker metal? 

...Or that a major electronics manufacturer recently introduced a VHF radio 
with a potentially dangerous glitch in its operating firmware? 

...Or that one so-called cutting-edge environmentally friendly bottom paint 
DIDN'T LAST THREE MONTHS? 

...Or that a flare launcher still found in some signal kits is impossible to load? 
 

 

The stuff I'm talking about is the kind of information you'll find in every issue of Practical 
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Sailor, the nation's only independent product test report of sailing equipment and gear. 

 

THE SAILOR'S BEST FRIEND 

Practical Sailor has been testing sailboats and marine equipment for over 40 years, so 
we know the sailing trade inside and out. 

Ask any sailor who has been around, and they'll tell you about the kind of work we do. 
And now, more than ever, we're an institution that sailors need. The examples I gave 
above are just scratching the surface of what's going on while sailors aren't looking. 
Here are three disturbing trends that you should know about. 

Lapses in Quality Control: Historically, the sailing industry has been close-knit, 
dominated mostly by small well-established companies. Many of these were old, family-
run businesses, some dating back to the age of sail. 

The owners of these companies were passionate about sailing and cared about making 
quality products. And they stood behind them. They felt a shared sense of duty to fellow 
sailors. 

Sadly, in an era that emphasizes get-rich-quick schemes, the unspoken pact among 
sailors is swirling down the scuppers. 

Sure, the familiar brand names are still around. But many are now owned by 
multinationals or investment funds that are more interested in cutting corners to boost 
returns than in making boats or gear that stand up to the rigors of the sea. 

Cheap knock-offs are everywhere. Quality control stinks. A lot of the equipment that we 
test today is junk. JUNK! And, sadly, unsuspecting sailors are putting this junk on boats 
they plan to take offshore. 

The Internet Boondoggle: Today, anybody and their brother can set up an online 
marine chandlery, and start fleecing you of your hard-earned dollars. What happens if 
you have a problem with gear you bought from one of these outfits? Good luck. 

Every month, the editor of Practical Sailor personally battles these companies on 
behalf of readers who have been sold a bill of goods. 

And then there are the Salty Sams in the blogosphere who tell you to put cayenne in 
your bottom paint (we debunked that myth long ago), all boat waxes are the same (dead 
wrong), or that Comet works great on topside stains (sure, if you like a dull, sandpaper 
finish). 

Even worse are the paid spammers who plant stealth advertising on boating forums, 
telling you about the amazing new device that will reduce your 12-volt fridge's energy 
consumption by half. Pure hogwash. 

Marine Product Overload: Remember the days of three television stations? I do. But I 
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also remember when I didn't need a different cleaner for every blamed fiberglass stain. 
And guess what? YOU DON'T! I have no idea who decided that the world needed super-
chandleries with so many product choices, but I'd like to shake their hand, because this 
has made Practical Sailor more essential than ever. 

NO NONSENSE ADVICE 

Each issue of Practical Sailor is packed with product tests - roller-furling gear, winches, 
anchors, blocks, rope clutches, safety harnesses, signal flares, dinghies, boarding 
ladders, chart plotters, life rafts, interior lights, autopilots, watermakers, water heaters - 
you name it! 

If it's not in the issue, you'll find it on our comprehensive website that is open exclusively 
to subscribers. And with each of these product tests, we present a clear-cut Value Guide 
that identifies the best marine products. 

In a glance, you can avoid hours of research and save tens, hundreds, or even 
thousands of dollars (we test boats, too) that you might have frittered away on trash. 

Once sailors realize that they no longer have to wade into the world of slick brochures 
filled with marketing malarkey, or try to discern what's fact or fiction on the Internet, they 
are sold on Practical Sailor. 

 

A MAGAZINE WRITTEN BY "NUTS" 

So how, you may wonder, does a magazine like Practical Sailor get away with saying 
things that other, bigger sailing publications won't dare to tell you? Three reasons: 

First, we accept no advertising. Not from sailboat manufacturers. Not from 
the makers of sailing equipment and gear. Not from chandleries. Not from 
anyone! We won't take even the slightest chance that what we have to say 
will be influenced by an advertiser. 

Second, we have a deliberately small and select readership. Because we 
don't take ads, we're not in the "circulation game." 

 

 

Our subscription base is a fraction of the size of the major sailing magazines. And 
frankly, our subscribers pay a little more to receive Practical Sailor each month. 

But as a result, our readers are the cream of the world's sailing enthusiasts. We serve 
sailors in every corner of the planet. In fact, these avid sailors - both amateurs and 
professionals - help us write the magazine by sharing their experiences, asking 
questions, participating in surveys, and frankly, keeping us on our toes. 
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Third, our editors and writers are... well, they're "nuts." They're sailing 
nuts, to be precise. They're passionate about sailing. They've got seawater in 
their veins. They live and breathe it. They take it personally. They love gear 
that lives up to its promises... and get angry when it doesn't. They say what 
they think. And they let the chips fall where they may. 

 

 

Unlike the lit majors who write for glossy magazines, our writers are product-testing 
specialists. They follow strict protocols for evaluating products, and we make those 
protocols public so that others can duplicate our tests, if they choose. 

Our writers are sailors with professional backgrounds in chemistry, engineering, yacht 
design, or electronics, so when we review sealants, plotters, or keel design, our reports 
are rich with hard facts - even if our prose isn't always pretty. 

Each month, our staff approaches the task of writing Practical Sailor with the same 
relentless, dogged, rigorous attitude that characterizes their product tests. They name 
names, and they don't spare anyone's feelings. 

 

THEY FIND PRODUCTS THAT SAVE YOU MONEY 

The only thing our staff hates more than spending too much on sailing equipment... is 
sacrificing an ounce of quality. Recently, for example, they found: 

* A handheld, battery-operated, long-life signal light that can alert ships and 
planes more than 10 miles away. 

* A radar system that delivers detailed target resolution and requires half the 
power of conventional power-hungry radar. (Just beware that our testers 
found that the maker's advertised maximum range was too optimistic.) 

* Two fuel treatments - one for diesel, one for ethanol - that live up to the ad 
hype and prevent expensive engine repairs. (And one brand name fuel 
treatment that might actually make things worse for your engine.) 

* An electric flush toilet that was quieter, easier to install, and more reliable 
than fancy models costing twice as much. 

* And a well-designed, easy-to-install genoa furler that costs half the price of 
its competitors. 

 

 

THEY FIND PRODUCTS THAT SAVE YOU TIME  

As much as they love to "tinker" with gadgets and gear, our testers love to sail even 
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more. So they are particularly fond of products that are easy to install, simple to operate, 
and reliable to use. Some highlights...  

* A durable, brilliant wood varnish that doesn't require a dozen coats, nor 
even that you sand between coats. 

* The best darn antifouling bottom-paint on the market. (After three years in 
the water, it's out-performing paints that were applied just 90 days ago!)  

* A bottom-paint remover that works even in cool weather... and oh, the time it 
saves!  

* World's best rope clutch. Easy to bleed. Easy on the line. Easy on your 
wallet.  

 

 

THEY FIND PRODUCTS THAT MAY SAVE YOUR LIFE 

And a few that may put your life in danger. Like a man overboard strobe that gave just 
six hours of faint light... and never did get around to flashing. Life jackets that are not 
only uncomfortable to wear but actually let you float face down in the water. 

A bilge pump switch that gets "drunk" on ordinary bilge cleaner ... and forgets to do its 
job. 

An anchor that lets you fall asleep confidently at night... and wake up the next morning in 
a brand-new location - hopefully not on the rocks! Do you really want this kind of junk on 
your sailboat? 

OR would you prefer to equip your boat with... 

* A storm trysail that can stand up to gale-force winds? 

* Nonskid deck paints that even an amateur can apply? 

* An insurance policy that truly covers you and your boat? 
 

 

NO MORE ADVERTISING "BULL!" 

Our editors cast a critical eye on advertising hype. They give you the facts and figures 
you simply won't find in glossy ads, catalogues, or even on manufacturers' spec 
sheets... 

* The ads for one well-known spotlight, for example, claim it can illuminate 
objects up to 10 miles away. Our testers said 100 yards was more like it. 

* Did you know that most "marine radios" have warranties that are null and 
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void if the radio gets wet? 

* Speaking of "marine" products, we've tested dozens of marine cleaners... 
and we still can't find one that works better than a well-known grocery store 
brand. 

* Did you know that most bilge pumps are "rated" in conditions of zero-lift? 
Get real! When we tested several in actual use, we found you could throw the 
spec sheets out the porthole. 

 

 

 

BUT DON'T GET ME WRONG... 

The editors of Practical Sailor aren't just mudslingers. They toss a lot of bouquets, too. 
In fact, there is nothing they like better than finding a company that stands behind its 
product.  

Each month, for example, we publish a column called "WHERE CREDIT IS DUE" to 
celebrate the stories of manufacturers who willingly replace worn and broken parts. 
Products that live up to their promises... manufacturers who stand behind their 
warranties... equipment that truly saves money, time, and lives. Products that last longer 
than, or perform better than, the ads claim. Safety gear that truly works as it is designed. 

And we also take time each month in our "CHANDLERY" department to highlight the 
new and innovative gear that we think you'll want to try on your sailboat... 

* A pair of $8 gloves with better grip than so-called "sailing" gloves that cost 
twice as much. 

* A lung-powered whistle that can be heard from over a mile away. (Everyone 
except for the dogs in our neighborhood loved this one.) 

* An indestructible case for your iPad that we tested underwater ourselves... 
with our own new iPad in it! 

 

 

Our editors take a great deal of satisfaction out of finds like these. But what really turns 
them on is finding a good sailboat. 

"INSIDE INFORMATION" ABOUT SAILBOATS, NEW AND USED 

We examine all different kinds of sailboats, both new and used, in all sizes and price 
ranges. 

Unlike some sailing magazines that must focus on brand-new, 50- footers because they 
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need to keep their advertisers happy, we look at the real boats that real sailors buy. 

When we say Practical Sailor contains "inside information" about sailboats... we really 
mean inside. Our testers examine each boat for design, construction, workmanship, 
comfort, seaworthiness and livability. They sail them, and sail them hard. They visit the 
yards where the boats are built. 

And when they return to the dock... well, that's when they really get nosy. They ask 
questions. Of the manufacturer. Of the dealer. Of satisfied owners. Of dissatisfied 
owners. They find out how much sellers are asking. 

How much buyers are really paying. How much the middlemen are taking off the top. 
When it's all over, you'll know exactly what kind of boat you're getting, what kind of 
performance to expect from it, and how much to pay. 

Yes, Practical Sailor's boat reviews are very different from the "fluff pieces" you'll find in 
most sailing magazines. But let's face it, Practical Sailor is a very different kind of 
publication. 

THERE'S ONLY ONE PRACTICAL SAILOR 

Why isn't any other publication doing this? 

That's easy. 

Unlike other magazines, we don't have an agenda. We have no interest in promoting the 
FAR-FETCHED IDEA that any Elmer Fudd can just hop onto a brand-spanking new 
shiny yacht and sail off to some tropical island. 

We don't subscribe to the sailboat-ad fantasy that the sky is always sunny, the wind 
always blows from astern, and that all sailors are silver-haired tycoons with money to 
burn. 

Like you, the staff at Practical Sailor work, live, and play in the real world, where real 
people pay real consequences for making the wrong decisions; a world where women, 
as well as men, sail across oceans; where sailors actually have to watch their checking 
accounts; and the sea can pose the same menace as it did in Melville's day. 

WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE WHAT SERIOUS SAILORS ARE TALKING ABOUT? 

Subscribe to Practical Sailor today and see if it saves you money. Enhances your level 
of safety on the water. Guides you toward the purchase of sailing gear and equipment 
that really works. We are sure you'll be impressed. But should you not like the life- and 
money saving advice Practical Sailor has to offer, you can cancel at any time, no 
questions asked. We'll refund every dollar you paid for your subscription.  

Who else is going to give you this kind of information? Not the slick sailing magazines. 
Not the chandleries. Not even your friends! 

Only Practical Sailor. So please subscribe today! 

Sincerely,  
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Greg King 
Publisher 

 

  
  

 

 

  

You are currently subscribed to Practical Sailor as: stew@svluckyfish.com. 

Send this e-newsletter to a friend: Click here 

To Unsubscribe or manage the e-mails you get from us Click here 

For other questions, contact Customer Service.  
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